Context. The H + 3 molecule has been detected in many lines of sight within the central molecular zone (CMZ) with exceptionally large column densities and unusual excitation properties compared to diffuse local clouds. The detection of the (3,3) metastable level has been suggested to be the signature of warm and diffuse gas in the CMZ. Aims. We aim to determine the physical conditions and processes in the CMZ that explain the ubiquitous properties of H + 3 in this medium and to constrain the value of the cosmic-ray ionization rate. Methods. We use the Meudon PDR code in which H + 3 excitation has been implemented. We re-examine the relationship between the column density of H + 3 and the cosmic-ray ionization rate, ζ, up to large values of ζ in the frame of this full chemical model. We study the impact of the various mechanisms that can excite H + 3 in its metastable state. We produce grids of PDR models exploring different parameters (ζ, size of clouds, metallicity) and infer the physical conditions that best match the observations toward ten lines of sight in the CMZ. For one of them, Herschel observations of HF, OH + , H 2 O + , and H 3 O + can be used as additional constraints. We check that the results found for H + 3 also account for the observations of these molecules. Results. We find that the linear relationship between N(H + 3 ) and ζ only holds up to a certain value of the cosmic-ray ionization rate, which depends on the proton density. A value ζ ∼ 1 − 11 × 10 −14 s −1 explains both the large observed H + 3 column density and its excitation in the metastable level (3,3). This ζ value agrees with that derived from synchrotron emission and Fe Kα line. It also reproduces N(OH + ), N(H 2 O + ) and N(H 3 O + ) detected toward Sgr B2(N). We confirm that the CMZ probed by H + 3 is diffuse, n H 100 cm −3 and warm, T ∼ 212-505 K. This warm medium is due to cosmic-ray heating. We also find that the diffuse component probed by H + 3 must fill a large fraction of the CMZ. Finally, we suggest the warm gas in the CMZ enables efficient H 2 formation via chemisorption sites as in PDRs. This contributes to enhance the abundance of H + 3 in this high cosmic-ray flux environment.
Introduction
H + 3 has been observed in a variety of environments: dense clouds (Geballe & Oka 1996; McCall et al. 1999; Brittain et al. 2004; Gibb et al. 2010) , diffuse clouds (McCall et al. 1998; Geballe et al. 1999; McCall et al. 2002 McCall et al. , 2003 Indriolo et al. 2007; Indriolo & McCall 2012) and even the nucleus of an extragalactic source (Geballe et al. 2006) . A comprehensive review has been recently published (Oka 2013) . The cosmic-ray ionization rate can be inferred using H + 3 (McCall et al. , 2003 Le Petit et al. 2004) . Indriolo et al. (2007) and Indriolo & McCall (2012) present an exhaustive study of H + 3 observations and conclude that, in local diffuse clouds, the cosmic-ray ionization rate 1 ζ presents variations with a mean value equals to 3.5 × 10 −16 s −1 . The first detection of H + 3 in the central molecular zone (CMZ) ) showed a surprisingly large column density. Subsequent detections in the CMZ (Goto et al. 2002; Oka et al. 2005; Goto et al. 2008; Geballe & Oka 2010; Goto 1 We note ζ the cosmic-ray ionization rate of H 2 , expressed in s −1 , and ζ 1 the one of H with ζ 1 ∼ 0.5 × ζ. et al. 2011, 2013, 2014) revealed that, in a radius of at least 100 pc around Sgr A*, H + 3 presents not only large column densities but also a peculiar excitation since it is observable in its (3,3) metastable level lying at 361 K above the ground rotational state (see Fig. 8 ). Oka & Epp (2004) established that N(3,3)/N(1,1) and N(3,3)/N(2,2) ratios can be used to infer gas density and temperature. They demonstrated that a large fraction of the CMZ must be neutral diffuse warm gas with n H < 100 cm −3
and T ∼ 200 − 300 K (Oka & Epp 2004; Oka et al. 2005; Goto et al. 2008) . Two important questions arise from these unusual observations: 1) what is the cosmic-ray ionization rate required to explain these large amounts of H + 3 ; and 2) what is the heating source responsible for the warm medium. To answer the first question, Oka et al. (2005) and Goto et al. (2008) used a simple analytic relation between N(H + 3 ) and ζ. Oka et al. (2005) concluded that ζ ∼ (2 − 7) × 10 −15 s −1 , i.e., a cosmic-ray ionization rate typically ten times higher than in local diffuse clouds. More recently, Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2013) used synchrotron emission and Fe I Kα line to constrain ζ. toward Sgr B2(M) and (N) (Indriolo et al. 2015) .
In this paper, we use the Meudon PDR code 2 (Le Petit et al. 2006 ) to study the properties of H + 3 in a medium submitted to a high cosmic-ray ionizing flux and we propose a scenario that explains both the large H + 3 column densities observed in the CMZ and its excitation in the (3,3) metastable level. In Sect. 2, we examine the relationship between N(H + 3 ) and the cosmic-ray ionization rate for a large range of ζ (from 10 −17 to 10 −12 s −1 ) and various densities. We also study the impact of several processes on H + 3 abundance, such as the recombination of electrons on grains and H 2 formation mechanisms. In Sect. 3, we present an analysis of H + 3 excitation based on new H + 3 excitation collisional rates with H 2 computed by Gómez-Carrasco et al. (2012) . We compare these new results to the pioneering study of Oka & Epp (2004) . We also study the possibility of H + 3 excitation by nonthermal processes, such as IR pumping and excitation at formation. In Sect. 4 we present a scenario accounting for both N(H + 3 ) and H + 3 excitation, as observed in the CMZ. We check that our results are consistent with other observational tracers of cosmic rays: OH + , H 2 O + and H 3 O + absorptions in the CMZ, synchrotron, and Fe Kα line emission. Finally, we compare the various heating and cooling mechanisms in the CMZ according to our model. Our conclusions are summarized in Sect. 5.
Abundance of H + 3 in diffuse gas
Cosmic-ray ionization is the starting point of chemistries involving H, D, O, and N in diffuse and translucent clouds since these atoms cannot be photoionized by the interstellar radiation field (ISRF), see the review by Grenier et al. (2015) . OH and HD have been recognized early (Hartquist et al. 1978; Federman et al. 1996) as potential indicators of the cosmic-ray ionization rate ζ 1 and a value of ∼ 10 −17 s −1 was derived from the analysis of the column densities of OH and HD found in local diffuse clouds. Recently, Bialy & Sternberg (2015) studied the chemistry of OH for various ζ/n H and low metallicities. Detections of H + 3 toward various diffuse lines of sight (McCall et al. , 2003 Indriolo et al. 2007; Indriolo & McCall 2012) lead to a significantly larger cosmic-ray ionization rate. This conclusion relies on a simple analytic relation between N(H + 3 ) and ζ derived from the chemical balance between formation and destruction of H + 3 (see below). More recently, Indriolo et al. (2015) used Herschel observations of OH + , H 2 O + , and H 3 O + in a sample of Galactic diffuse clouds and inferred a mean value of the cosmic-ray ionization rate in the local medium of ζ 1 ∼ 1.78 × 10 −16 s −1 , using the same simple analytic expression based on chemical networks.
In this section, we revisit the relationship between N(H + 3 ) and ζ and extend it to large values of the cosmic-ray ionization rate, as those may exist in the Galactic center. We also highlight the indirect effect of two processes on N(H + 3 ): the H 2 formation rate and the recombination of electrons on grains. 
N(H +
with f the molecular fraction defined as 2N(H 2 )/N H , where N H = N(H) + 2 × N(H 2 ) and with x e = n(e − ) / n H the electronic fraction. If the molecular fraction, electronic fraction, and gas temperature are known or can be guessed, one may deduce ζ × L from the measure of N(H + 3 ). In local diffuse and translucent clouds, when available, the molecular fraction is derived from observations in absorption of H and H 2 in the far UV, and the gas temperature is deduced from the ratio of the two first H 2 rotational levels J=0 and J=1 (Rachford et al. 2002) . The electronic fraction is usually assumed to be given by n(C + )/n H . This expression has been extensively used by McCall et al. (2002 McCall et al. ( , 2003 ; Indriolo et al. (2007 Indriolo et al. ( , 2010 ; Indriolo & McCall (2012) to deduce ζ in local diffuse clouds. The conclusion of these studies is ζ ∼ 1.7 × 10 −16 − 1.1 × 10 −15 s −1 (Indriolo & McCall 2012) in diffuse clouds, a significantly larger value than previously deduced from OH and HD observations. On the other hand, a detailed simulation with the Meudon PDR code of the diffuse line of sight toward ζ Persei, where OH, HD, and H + 3 have been detected concomitantly, leads to a value of the cosmic-ray ionization rate of 2.5 × 10 −16 s −1 (Le Petit et al. 2004) , whereas the simple analytic derivation restricted to the analysis of H + 3 concluded to a value of ∼ 1.2 × 10 −15 s −1 (McCall et al. 2003) . The value obtained by Le Petit et al. (2004) relies on the modeling of 18 species detected toward ζ Persei with the Meudon PDR code (Le Petit et al. 2006 ) and the Paris-Durham shock code (Flower & Pineau des Forets 1998) . One major constraint is N(OH), which is also proportional to ζ, so that the high value of ζ derived by McCall et al. (2003) leads to a column density of OH that is too large compared to observations (Felenbok & Roueff 1996; Roueff 1996) . Equation 4 has also been used to infer ζ × L toward various sources located in the CMZ Goto et al. 2008 Goto et al. , 2011 . Very restricted molecular information is available for these lines of sight, however; the molecular fraction is unknown and the electronic fraction is still assumed to be n(C + )/n H . Assuming f = 1, an order of magnitude of ζ ∼ (2-7) × 10 −15 s −1 is estimated by Oka et al. (2005 (Mathis et al. 1983 ). The gas temperature is computed at each position in the cloud taking detailed cooling and heating mechanisms into account (photoelectric effect, cosmic-ray heating, exothermic reactions, ...), as described in Le Petit et al. (2006) and Gonzalez Garcia et al. (2008) . Our chemical network includes 165 species linked by 2850 chemical reactions. The code computes stationary state chemical abundances at each position using photodestruction rates determined by the radiative transfer and gas temperature computed by the thermal balance. Then, column densities are computed. To test Eq. 4 on a wide range of cosmic-ray ionization rate values, we ran models with ζ from 10 −17 to 10 −12 s −1 . The input parameters are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 . We also introduce the metallicity Z as a multiplicative factor of the elemental abundances of heavy elements (C, N, O, S, F, ...) and of grain abundances. In this section, Z is fixed to 1, whereas in Sect. 4, which is dedicated to CMZ conditions, Z is set to 3. ISRF scaling factor, G 0 1 (2 sides)
Cosmic-ray ionization rate, ζ variable s
Metallicity, Z 1 Dust extinction curve mean Galactic (2) Mass grain / mass gas 0.01 × Z Mass PAH / mass grain 4.6 × 10
Grain size distribution ∝ r (1) Mathis et al. (1983) , (2) Fitzpatrick & Massa (1986) , (3) Draine & Li (2007) , (4) Seaton (1979) , (5) Mathis et al. (1977) References.
(1) Savage & Sembach (1996) ,(2) Meyer et al. (1998) , (3) Meyer et al. (1997) , (4) Snow et al. (2007) N(H + 3 ) as a function of ζ is presented in Fig. 1 where each point corresponds to a model. H + 3 column density increases with ζ only up to a maximum value of the cosmic-ray ionization rate, ζ max . For moderate ζ, the relationship is linear, in agreement with Eq. 4. Using the computed f , x e , and T , we checked that Eq. 4 gives an extremely good agreement with the numerical model in the linear increasing part. However, when Eq. 4 is used to estimate ζ with observations, the molecular fraction, electronic fraction, and gas temperature may have to be guessed, contrary to our numerical check where they are consistently computed. The maximum of N(H + 3 ), reached at ζ = ζ max , depends on the gas density. In these models, the order of magnitude of the maximum of N(H + 3 ) is 10 15 cm −2 . This value depends on the size of the cloud, here A max V = 1, and on the gas temperature (see below). For cosmic-rays ionization rates higher than (or even close to) ζ max , Eq. 4 is obviously incorrect and cannot be used to deduce ζ from N(H + 3 ). This decrease of H + 3 column density with the cosmic-ray ionization rate can be understood from the behavior of the molecular and electronic fractions with ζ. Figure 2 shows the computed electronic fraction, x e = n(e − )/n H , in the middle of the cloud (A V = 0.5) as a function of ζ. The elemental abundance of C, C/H, is a good proxy for x e for low values of ζ and for low density clouds (50 and 100 cm −3 in our examples). At high cosmic-ray fluxes, x e is significantly higher than the C/H ratio because a significant amount of electrons is produced by the cosmic-ray ionization of H and H 2 . At high densities and low cosmic-ray fluxes, x e is lower than the C/H ratio because of efficient neutralization of electrons on grains and PAHs. This point has been discussed by Liszt (2003 Liszt ( , 2006 . Figure 3 illustrates the decrease of the molecular fraction with ζ. The lower the density of the gas, the lower the ζ at which this decrease happens. At high flux of cosmic rays, molecular hydrogen is efficiently ionized by cosmic rays and forms H + 2 , which quickly reacts with electrons to dissociate in hydrogen atoms or reacts with H and H 2 to produce H 2 and H + 3 . Molecular fractions computed by the PDR code reach values up to 0.9 -1, whereas FUSE observations of local diffuse clouds show smaller molecular fractions, f ∼ 0.6 (Rachford et al. 2002) . The molecular fractions presented here correspond to single-cloud Article number, page 3 of 17 A&A proofs: manuscript no. H3pGalCenter Each point corresponds to a PDR model as defined in Tables 1 and 2 . The horizontal line represents the elemental abundance of carbon relative to H. models with a total visual extinction of 1. It is possible that several small components are present on FUSE lines of sight, resulting in a smaller total molecular fraction. This is consistent with a picture of fragmented diffuse interstellar gas (Godard et al. 2014 ). 
Then, the column density of H + 3 in diffuse gas is written
A similar equation is given by Indriolo & McCall (2012) Cosmic-ray ionization rates can thus only be deduced with the classical analytical expression, Eq. 4, for moderate ζ, as in standard diffuse lines of sight. For large ζ, this relationship fails. A more general expression, appropriate for low and high cosmicray fluxes in diffuse environments, is Eq. 5. In both cases, the difficulty to use such analytical expressions is to estimate properly f and x e .
Molecular fraction and H 2 formation processes
Because the molecular fraction is a key parameter in the relationship between the cosmic-ray ionization rate and N(H + 3 ), the transition from atomic to molecular gas must be computed properly. The analytic theory of the H-H 2 transition has been described by Sternberg et al. (2014) . In diffuse gas, H 2 is destroyed by UV photons via absorption transitions in the Lyman and Werner bands followed by de-excitation in the continuum of the ground electronic state. In the models presented here, this process is computed taking continuum absorption by dust and carbon atoms of the UV radiation field and self-shielding of H 2 lines into account(Le Petit et al. 2006) . The formation of H 2 takes place on grains. In numerical models, this can be simulated in very different ways, from simple analytic formulae to very detailed modeling. In most astrochemical models, a mean formation rate of 3 × 10 −17 √ (T/100) cm 3 s −1 is used. This rate was deduced from Copernicus and FUSE observations of diffuse clouds in the local neighborhood (Jura 1974; Gry et al. 2002) . Several studies based on ISO and Spitzer observations showed that this rate is too low to account for H 2 emission lines in PDRs where the gas and the grains are warm (Habart et al. 2004 (Habart et al. , 2011 . One may wonder if the mean formation rate determined in local diffuse lines of sight also applies to the CMZ, where the gas is warm too. Indeed, this mean value hides complex microscopic mechanisms: H adsorption in chemisorption and physisorption sites, migration at the surface of grains and H 2 formation. The mean value also hides the properties of grains and PAHs, such as their composition and temperature. In the Meudon PDR code, several formalisms are implemented to simulate H 2 formation on grains: analytic expression (Le Petit et al. 2006) , moment equation formalism (Le Petit et al. 2009 ), Langmuir-Hinshelwood (LH) and Eley-Rideal (ER) mechanisms (Le Bourlot et al. 2012) , and a stochastic approach that considers the impact of grain temperature fluctuations on H 2 formation rate (Bron et al. 2014) .
In all models presented here, the H 2 formation rate is computed using the formalism described in Le Bourlot et al. (2012) , i.e., we take into account adsorption in physisorption and chemisorption sites with H 2 formation via LH and ER mechanisms 4 . We upgraded the grain model assuming the grain size distribution contains a log-normal PAH component + 3 in the CMZ (Compiègne et al. 2011 ) plus a MRN power law (Mathis et al. 1977) for amorphous carbons and silicates with minimum and maximum radius equal to 10 −7 and 3×10 −5 cm. H 2 formation rate on PAHs is not well known, but several laboratory experiments show that the process is efficient (Boschman et al. 2012; Mennella et al. 2012) . Here, we assume that ER mechanism on PAHs is as efficient as on grains. As emphasized in Le Bourlot et al. (2012) , the efficiency of the LH mechanism depends on grain temperatures whereas the efficiency of the ER mechanism depends on the gas temperature. Indeed, only H atoms with sufficient kinetic energy can reach chemisorption sites. In our models, we assume a threshold of 300 K to reach these sites. This low value accounts for the likely presence of defects on grain surfaces.
To study the sensitivity of the computed molecular fraction to the H 2 formation model, we ran the same models as in the previous section with two prescriptions for the H 2 formation rate on grains: the crude approximation, 3 × 10 −17 √ (T/100) cm 3 s −1 , and the more physical model taking ER and LH mechanisms into account. Grain and PAH properties in the CMZ are poorly known. Since they affect the photoelectric heating and ionization degree through ions and electrons recombination and H 2 formation, we also ran models with and without the PAH component. Computed f as a function of ζ are presented for the n H = 100 cm −3 models in Fig. 4. In models with fixed H 2 formation rate, the molecular fraction does not depend on the grain surface. There is only a slight f increase at high ζ (between PAH and no PAH models) because of an increase of the gas temperature and variations of the available grain surface for charge recombinations. On the the other hand, the consideration of ER mechanism leads to significantly higher molecular fractions at high ζ than the 3 × 10
Figure 5 shows the gas temperature averaged over positions, <T >, for all models presented in Sect. 2.2. For ζ < 10 −15 s −1 and diffuse conditions (n H ≤ 100 cm −3 ), <T > is ∼ 60 K, in agreement with FUSE observations (Rachford et al. 2002) . Increasing ζ from 10 −17 to 10 −12 s −1 increases the gas temperature from 60 to 1200 K in models with n H = 100 cm −3 . In models with a large value of ζ, cosmic rays heat the gas to several hundred Kelvin, firstly, by direct ionization of H and H 2 , followed by thermalization of electrons with the gas; and, secondly, because electrons recombine in exothermic dissociative recombination reactions (mostly the H + 3 + e − reactions with ∆E = 4.7 eV in the three body dissociation). In our models, we assume that each cosmic-ray ionization contributes to the heating of the gas by 4 eV. Usually, formation of H 2 via chemisorbed H atoms is efficient only in photodominated regions, where the temperature of the gas reaches several hundred Kelvin. In typical diffuse clouds, where the gas is at 60 K (Rachford et al. 2002) , this process is unlikely. The situation may be different for diffuse gas in the CMZ for which Oka & Epp (2004) suggested that the temperature is several hundred Kelvin, enough to provide the kinetic energy for H atoms to reach chemisorption sites and increase the H 2 formation rate by a significative amount compared to local diffuse clouds.
consuming. Nevertheless, we checked that grain temperature fluctuations do not have a strong effect on our conclusions. Tables 1 and 2 with n H = 100 cm −3 . Tables 1 and 2 .
Electronic fraction and e − recombinations on grains
The second important parameter in deriving ζ from H + 3 observations is the electronic fraction (cf. Eqs. 4 and 5). We showed that, at high cosmic-ray flux, electrons produced by ionization of H and H 2 cannot be neglected compared to those produced by UV ionization of carbon and grains. Figure 6 presents x e as a function of ζ for the previous n H = 100 cm −3 models. The H 2 formation formalism has only a small impact on x e . On the contrary, grain surface has a strong impact on x e . The higher the available grain surface to recombine electrons, the lower the electronic fraction. We do not know the grain properties in the CMZ. In our comparison of models to CMZ observations, we assume a standard grain size distribution plus a PAH component, as described in Sect. 2.2 and 2.3 and we scale the grain mass with the metallicity in the CMZ.
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Effect of the gas temperature
Warm gas contributes to increase the abundance of H + 3 (Le Petit et al. 2004 ). First, as described above, it increases H 2 formation rate by ER mechanism on chemisorption sites. The available H 2 may lead to the formation of H + 3 . Second, the dissociative recombination rate of H + 3 decreases with T . Third, at T above 100 K, the charge exchange reaction between O and H + becomes efficient, i.e., + spectra obtained in two nearby CMZ sources, the ι star in the Galactic center and Sgr B2 (Schilke et al. 2013) , as emphasized by Oka (2015) . We specifically discuss the link between H + 3 and oxygen hydride ions in Sect. 4.2. As a result of these temperature dependence effects on H + 3 , it is also less surprising to observe large H + 3 column densities in the warm diffuse gas of the CMZ. 
Conclusion on N(H

H + 3 excitation
Gas density and temperature in diffuse gas can be inferred from H + 3 observations in states (3,3), (2,2), and (1,1) (Oka & Epp 2004) . Geballe (2012) stated that N(3, 3)/N(1, 1) is a good thermometer for any temperature and N(3, 3)/N(2, 2) is a good densimeter for high temperature; see discussion in Oka (2013) . Oka & Epp (2004) computed maps of these ratios in the plane n(H 2 )-T and deduced that the gas probed by H + 3 in the CMZ is diffuse (n(H 2 ) ≤ 70 cm −3 ) and warm (T ≥ 300 K). Their computation takes radiative de-excitations and collisional excitation and de-excitation with H 2 into account. As H + 3 collision rates were not available, Oka & Epp (2004) proposed an expression based on the Langevin expression with proper account of microreversibility. Recent theoretical studies have been performed on the H + 3 -H 2 system. First, Hugo et al. (2009) computed reactive and nonreactive collision rates for temperatures below 50 K with a strong ergodicity and full nuclear spin scrambling hypothesis. Second, Gómez-Carrasco et al. (2012) extended the temperature range up to 500 K and used a dynamically biased statistical model coupled to a recent global potential energy surface of the H + 5 system (Aguado et al. 2010 ). Finally, Park & Light (2007) studied the ortho-para conversion in the H + 3 + H 2 reaction.
Apart from thermal processes, two additional excitation mechanisms of the (3,3) metastable level may have to be considered. As reported by Goto et al. (2008) , John Black suggested the possibility of IR pumping of the ortho (1,0) that could decay after several transitions in the (3,3) metastable level. Another excitation mechanism could be the formation of H + 3 in excited states as a result of the exothermic H + 2 + H 2 reaction.
In this section, we examine the relevance of various excitation mechanisms and discuss the relationship between H + 3 excitation and the physical conditions of the gas, temperature, and density. We introduced the various H + 3 excitation mechanisms in the Meudon PDR code. Radiative data come from Lindsay & McCall (2001) and are available electronically on the website maintained by B. McCall (http://h3plus.uiuc.edu). To discuss the uncertainties arising from the uncertainties in the collision rates, we implemented the two sets of collision rates by Oka & Article number, page 6 of 17 Epp (2004) and Gómez-Carrasco et al. (2012) . Whereas Oka & Epp (2004) do not discriminate between ortho and para levels, Gómez-Carrasco et al. (2012) consider the appropriate nuclear spin restrictions and provide state-to-state collision rates for the 24 first levels of H + 3 with H 2 . We implemented collisions of H + 3 with H 2 in v = 0, J = 0 and v = 0, J = 1 since most of molecular hydrogen molecules are in these low energy states. We always use 24 levels for H + 3 except in Sect. 3.3 where 54 levels are introduced, as required for our analysis. Collision rates with H and He are derived from those with H 2 J=0 with a scaling law involving the reduced mass. Since H + 3 is coexistent with H 2 , H 2 is the main collisional excitation and de-excitation partner. Collisions with electrons have been studied (Faure & Tennyson 2003; Faure et al. 2006; Kokoouline et al. 2010) and may contribute to H + 3 excitation. Because of the electronic potential interaction symmetries, collisional excitation due to electrons may only occur between levels (J,K) with the same values of K. As the (3,3) metastable level is the lowest level with K = 3, contribution of electron collisions may only take place via (4,3) de-excitation involving an energy difference of 494 K. In the present study, we did not include those collisions in the excitation balance.
We recall that the Meudon PDR code computes the atomic and molecular structure of a 1D plane-parallel slab of dust and gas. By default, gas and grain temperatures are computed at each position in the cloud taking the various local heating and cooling mechanisms into account in parallel to level excitation of several atoms and molecules responsible for the cooling of the gas. Level excitation is computed by solving the radiative transfer equation as described in Gonzalez Garcia et al. (2008) . The PDR code considers collisional excitation and de-excitation, radiative deexcitation, radiative pumping, chemical formation, and destruction. It is also possible to run isothermal models with a fixed gas temperature. This alternative is used in Sect. 3.2 to produce maps in the plane n H -T , which can be compared to Oka & Epp (2004) .
Chemical excitation
The exothermicity of the H 2 + H + 2 reaction is 1.7 eV. This energy may be redistributed as kinetic energy of products and internal energy of H and 2 yrs for ζ = 10 −13 s −1 . For comparison, the collisional de-excitation rate of the (3,3) level is found to be ∼ 3 yrs and ∼ 4 yrs, respectively. Then, chemical excitation may contribute and even dominate H + 3 excitation at large ζ.
Since H + 3 excitation at formation is unknown, we consider three different prescriptions :
• Scenario A: we assume equipartition of energy, i.e., 33% of the available 1.7 eV are included as internal energy (corresponding to 6510 K). This energy is far above the 24 first energy levels for which excitation rates are available (Gómez-Carrasco et al. 2012) . In addition, these excited levels decay radiatively at a rate ∼10 −3 s −1 (Lindsay & McCall 2001) , much more efficiently than through any collisional deexcitation process. We then assume that these high levels radiatively cascade toward lower levels and finally contribute to the population of the 24 first levels proportionally to their statistical weights.
• Scenario B: H + 3 is formed following a Boltzmann distribution at gas temperature. This hypothesis assumes the newly formed molecule has time to thermalize with the gas.
• Scenario C: formation energy is transferred mainly into kinetic energy and H + 3 molecules are formed in their para (1,1) / ortho (1,0) ground states, in the ratio of their statistical weights. Figure 9 shows the N(3, 3)/N(1, 1) ratios as a function of ζ for the three prescriptions. Results are presented for PDR models with n H = 100 cm −3 , A max V = 1, and G 0 = 1 and 10. This last value of G 0 corresponds to the order of magnitude of the UV radiation field in the CMZ (Porter & Strong 2005; Moskalenko et al. 2006) . In these models, Gómez-Carrasco et al. (2012) collision rates are used. The N(3, 3)/N(1, 1) ratio exhibits a significant increase for low values of ζ when scenario A is introduced and when G 0 = 1. These conditions correspond to a mean kinetic temperature of ∼ 65 K for ζ = 10 −16 s −1 so that collisions are not efficient to excite the (3,3) level. However, when G 0 = 10 under the same low values of ζ, the mean kinetic temperature increases (T reaches ∼ 160 K for ζ = 10 −16 s −1 ), such that the N(3, 3)/N(1, 1) ratio also increases significantly. Hence, the additional excitation introduced in scenario A is moderate compared to that in scenarios B and C.
At high ζ, N(3, 3)/N(1, 1) ratios increase with ζ. In scenario A, the ratio converges toward 14/3, the ratio of the statistical weights of the (3,3) and (1,1) levels since characteristic timescales for statistical equilibrium are controlled by chemical processes. Models B, with the hypothesis that H + 3 is formed following a Boltzmann distribution at gas temperature, also converge toward this value. Indeed, the mean gas temperature is then 360 K and 420 K for, respectively, G 0 = 1 and 10, and for ζ = 10 −13 s −1 , so the Boltzmann distribution at gas temperature tends toward a repartition following statistical weights. Since the gas temperature is high and collisional excitation is efficient, even scenario C gives large values of N(3, 3)/N(1, 1). Nevertheless, for this scenario, when ζ > 10 −13 s −1 , N(3, 3)/N(1, 1) decreases with ζ because collisional excitations no longer have time to contribute to the excitation from low levels (1,1) and (1,0) before the molecule is destroyed.
These results show the importance of chemical excitation to compute H + 3 excitation. Fortuitously, this contribution is not as decisive in CMZ conditions (G 0 10 and high flux of cosmic rays) as in typical diffuse clouds because gas temperature becomes high enough to enhance collisional excitations. Values close to 1 have been found for the N(3, 3)/N(1, 1) ratio in CMZ observations. These values are obtained in Fig. 9 for high values of ζ. This is discussed in Sect. 4. In the following, scenario A is always used except when explicitly said.
Sensitivity to collisional excitation rates
Collisional excitation of H + 3 is a significant source of uncertainty in describing the population of excited levels. We check the sensitivity to the available collision rates by running two sets of 176 isothermal and isochoric PDR models, one set with Oka & Epp (2004) Tables 1 and 2 are used (G 0 = 1, A max V = 1) with a cosmic-ray ionization rate value ζ = 10 −16 s −1 . We also assume that 33% of the exothermicity of the formation reaction excites H + 3 at formation following scenario A described in Sect. 3.1. Figure 10 shows corresponding results as contour maps of the ratios N(3, 3)/N(1, 1) and N(3, 3)/N(2, 2). First, we obtain similar results to those reported in Oka & Epp (2004) and Oka et al. (2005) when we use their collision rates prescription, even though our models include chemical excitation. Second, we also find that models including Gómez-Carrasco et al. (2012) collision rates suggest slightly higher densities and temperatures than those obtained with Oka & Epp (2004) prescription. This is more apparent in Fig. 11 , which presents the space parameter where N(3, 3)/N(1, 1) = 0.57 ± 0.11 and N(3, 3)/N(2, 2) > 3.21, corresponding to the 2MASS J17470898-2829561 line of sight (Goto et al. 2011 ). We then conclude that, to the first order, the available collisional excitation rates of H N(3,3)/N(1,1) ratio in the low density (n H < 100 cm −3 ) and low temperature (T < 300 K) domain because of the faster formationdestruction cycle of H + 3 . Goto et al. (2008) reported a suggestion by John Black: (3,3) level population may be enhanced by IR pumping (see Fig. 8 ). Photons at 3.6685 µm pump the ortho (1,0) level of the ground vibrational state toward the vibrationally ν 2 = 1 excited state (2,0). This is followed by rapid radiative de-excitation into (3,0) in 2.53 × 10 −2 s. Then level (3,0) de-excites toward the (3,3) metastable level through a semiforbidden radiative transition in less than four hours. Goto et al. (2008) estimate that, despite an enhanced IR radiation field in the CMZ compared to local conditions, this process should not be competitive with collisional excitation in the CMZ (see their Sect. 5.5).
Excitation by IR pumping
To examine the impact of this process, we increase the number of H (2005) and Moskalenko et al. (2006) , the radiation field in the CMZ at 3.7 µm could be 20 times higher than in local ISM. In the Meudon PDR code, the intensity of the incident radiation field in the visible and infrared is modeled by two black bodies: one corresponding to stars emission and one to dust emission. We scale the intensities of these black bodies so that the intensity in the visible -IR impinging on the slab of gas is 20 times the standard radiation field at the wavelength of the R(1,0) transition.
We ran several models of diffuse clouds with n H = 100 cm −3 , A max V = 1 and with different values of G 0 , ζ and incident intensity at 3.6685 µm to cover local and CMZ conditions. Table 3 presents N(3, 3)/N(1, 1) and N(3, 3)/N(2, 2) for these models. We find that IR pumping always has negligible impact on the N(3,3)/N(1,1) ratio. It has a minor effect on the ratio N(3,3)/N(2,2) in standard conditions. In CMZ conditions, G 0 = 10 and ζ = 10 −13 s −1 , IR pumping has no effect compared to the other excitation processes (direct collisions and excitation at formation). These models confirm the statement of Goto et al. (2008) . In the following of the paper, we neglect this process and use models with 24 H . We set it to Z = 3. This increases elemental and grain abundances as described in Tables 1 and 2 . In all models, the incident radiation field in the far-UV impinging on both sides of the cloud is the ISRF scaled by a factor 5 G 0 = 10 (Porter & Strong 2005) . The grid of models is divided in five sets of proton densities, n H = 10, 20, 50, 100, 1000 cm −3 . For each proton density, ζ ranges from 10 −17 to 10 −12 s −1 , and the size of the clouds, A max V , ranges from 0.2 to 6. We take the full physics described above into account except for the enhanced IR pumping of H + 3 , since we found that this process has a negligible effect on H + 3 excitation. This simplification allows us to limit the computation of H + 3 excitation to its 24 first levels for which collision rates are reliable. In all models, the gas temperature is computed at each position of the cloud taking heating and cooling mechanisms implemented in the Meudon PDR code into account. For models with constant density, the relationship between the size in cm, L, and the visual extinction, A max V , is L = 6.1 A max V /Z (100/n H ) pc.
Estimates of ζ and L with H + 3
To infer physical conditions on each line of sight where H + 3 is detected, we use a χ 2 minimization built with H + 3 column densities in levels (1,1), (3,3), and (1,0) when known. We also check that the best models according to the minimization procedure are compatible with the upper limits on the (2,2) 5 In Sect. 3.3, we tested with the maximal possible value, G 0 = 20 to study the possible impact of IR pumping. Here, we use an intermediate value, G 0 = 10. This has no impact on the results. level. Table 4 summarizes H + 3 observed column densities on the 10 CMZ lines of sight on which χ 2 minimizations are performed. References. J1747 corresponds to 2MASS J17470898-2829561 and J1743 to 2MASS J17432173-2951430. Data are from Goto et al. (2008) for all lines of sight except for J1747 and J1743 for which data come from Goto et al. (2011) . The GCS 3-2 line of sight is not taken into account to compute the weighted mean value (see text).
For all lines of sight, except GCS 3-2, a clear χ 2 < 1 zone is found with models n H = 10 to 100 cm −3 (Fig. 13 shows an illustration of the χ 2 minimization for the J1747 line of sight). Models with n H =1000 cm −3 only reach a χ 2 < 1 for GCS IRS 21, NHS 22, and, marginally, in the case of J1747. Moreover, when a χ 2 of 1 is reached for n H =1000 cm −3 models, column densities in the (2,2) level are only lower than the upper limit by a few percent. For these reasons, even if it is formally not possible to reject models with densities of 1000 cm −3 , this density is less likely. As expected, we find that the lower the density, the lower the cosmic-ray ionization rate and the larger the size of the cloud. Figure 14 Goto et al. (2005 Goto et al. ( , 2008 Goto et al. ( , 2011 , we can derive a weighted Franck Le Petit et al.: H + 3 in the CMZ mean of observed column densities (Table 4) . This weighted mean is computed assuming the uncertainties in observations are dominated by photon noise and therefore, follow a Poisson process. We exclude from this weighted mean the GCS 3-2 line of sight since it seems peculiar. A χ 2 minimization on this weighted mean leads to a cosmic-ray ionization rate and a path length ranging from 10 −14 s −1 and 66 pc for n H = 10 cm −3 , to 11 × 10 −14 s −1 and 4 pc for n H = 100 cm −3 (see Table 5 ). It is difficult to constrain ζ and L further without additional information about the gas density.
Our value of ζ is somewhat larger than the estimate by Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2013) , who deduced from synchrotron and Fe Kα observations, ζ 1 ∼ 10 −15 − 10 −14 s −1 . However, this value is not incompatible since low-energy cosmic-ray ions may contribute to ionization without producing synchrotron emission and, according to Strong et al. (2010) , the luminosity of cosmic-ray protons is ∼70 times that of cosmic-ray electrons. (Gerin et al. 2010a,b; Neufeld et al. 2010; Godard et al. 2012 ), but not on the lines of sight where H + 3 is detected. Nevertheless, the Sgr B2(N) line of sight, part of the HEXOS program, is close to J1747. The projected distance between the two objects is 18 pc (assuming a distance to the Galactic center of 8 kpc). Oka (2015) noticed a strong similarity between H 2 O + velocity components toward Sgr B2(M) and those of H + 3 toward J1747, and Indriolo et al. (2015) observe (see their Fig. 4 and 5) similar components between Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M). Figure 15 presents HF and H + 3 spectra toward Sgr B2 (N) and J1747. Both molecules present similar velocity absorption components. Absorption features associated with the diffuse gas in the CMZ are located between -150 and -60 km s −1 (Goto et al. 2011) . In this velocity range, HF presents four absorption components, H + 3 one unresolved (3,3) absorption feature and 3 (1,1) components. In addition, weak CO absorption components are detected. Concerning the other absorption components, the strong absorption of HF at v LS R = 60 km s −1 is related to the Sgr B2(N) complex. Three absorption components due to spiral arms are present at -40, -20, and 0 km s −1 , deduced from a longitude-velocity map of the CO J=1-0 emission in this region (Oka et al. 2012 These similarities in the velocity components between -150 and -60 km s −1 may indicate that the size of the diffuse component containing H + 3 , toward J1747, extends up to the Sgr B2(N) line of sight and, therefore, the size of this component should be at least of ∼ 18 pc. This is also compatible with the fact that H + 3 is largely observed in the CMZ with always the same peculiar properties, indicating that the filling factor of the neutral diffuse gas probed by H + 3 must be large. According to Table 5, this leads to n H < 50 cm −3 for the J1747 line of sight. As a consequence, the cosmic-ray ionization rate should be ζ < 5×10 −14 s −1 .
Assuming that observations toward J1747 and Sgr B2(N) probe the same diffuse gas, derived column densities toward Sgr B2(N) can be used to test our models. We reanalyzed Herschel HF observations. Column densities in the four components between -150 and -60 km s −1 are given in Table 6 . As discussed by Godard et al. (2012) , N(HF) may provide an upper limit to N(H 2 ). With an elemental abundance F/H of 1.8×10 −8 , the value Article number, page 11 of 17 A&A proofs: manuscript no. H3pGalCenter in the solar neighborhood, and a molecular fraction of 1, Godard et al. (2012) find N(HF)/N(H 2 ) = 3.6 × 10 −8 (also reported in Neufeld et al. (2005) ). This ratio is only valid for media where Z = 1 and where n(e − ) = n(C + ). To estimate a better ratio in the CMZ, we use Eq. C.3 of Godard et al. (2012) without the hypothesis that the density of electrons is given by C + , with Z = 3, and with the gas temperature, electron density, and molecular fraction derived from our best models for J1747 (Table 5) . We find N(HF)/N(H 2 ) = 1.1 × 10 −7 . Derived N(H 2 ) are presented in Table 6 . -100 2.14 ± 0.65 1.9 ± 0.6 -100 -88 2.15 ± 0.61 1.9 ± 0.5 -88 -60 5.86 ± 0.64 5.3 ± 0.6 -150 -60 10.4 ± 1.7 9.4 ± 1.5
The chemistry of HF is included in the Meudon PDR code. Using our grid of models, we tried a χ 2 minimization built with the column densities of H + 3 in (1,1), (1,0), and (3,3) toward J1747 and N(HF) toward Sgr B2(N). None of our models reproduce these four constraints at the same time. When N(H + 3 , J, K) are reproduced, N(HF) is underpredicted by a factor 4. A possible explanation could be that a fraction of HF observed toward Sgr B2(N) be associated with denser gas than the one probed by H + 3 (but not too dense either because of the lack of CO absorption in the -150 to -60 km s −1 velocity range). On the other hand, the elemental abundance of F is not well understood and is a widely discussed topic. We scaled it by Z but it is possible that F/H does not scale as the other elements (see Abia et al. (2015) and references therein).
The observations of OH + , H 2 O + , and H 3 O + are particularly interesting since, like H + 3 , the abundances of these molecules depend on the cosmic-ray ionization rate. Schilke et al. (2010 Schilke et al. ( , 2013 ) report the detection of the H 2 O + ion toward Sgr B2 with Herschel, whereas Lis et al. (2012 Lis et al. ( , 2014 report H 3 O + detection. Indriolo et al. (2015) derive their column densities in the different velocity components. With a simple analytic relationship between N(OH + ) and N(H 2 O + ), they deduce a value of ζ ∼ 10 −14 s −1 , which is compatible with our value if the proton density is ∼10 cm −3 and lower than our value if the proton density is higher. The oxygen chemistry is included in the Meudon PDR code, and therefore we also derive N(OH + ), N(H 2 O + ) and N(H 3 O + ) together with N(H + 3 ). In Table 7 , we report these computed column densities for the best models matching H + 3 observations toward J1747, for n H = 10, 20, and A significant discrepancy between our models and Indriolo et al. (2015) results concerns the molecular fraction. Indriolo et al. ( , 2015 and they obtain:
The use of this expression relies on guesses of the electronic fraction and gas temperature. Equation 6 is used in Indriolo et al. (2015) to derive f in 105 diffuse gaseous components and leads to extremely small f values, lower than 0.1 for most components. For Sgr B2(N), in the -130, -60 km s −1 velocity component, Indriolo et al. (2015) obtain f = 0.08 ± 0.02 whereas we find f ∼ 0.5 − 0.6 for J1747.
The molecular fraction may also be directly derived from observations of H at 21 cm and estimate of N(H 2 ) ( Table 6 ). The column density of H is reported as (1.03 ± 0.3)×10 21 cm −2 in the -130, -60 km s −1 CMZ velocity component of the Sgr B2(N) line of sight by Indriolo et al. (2015) , whereas Godard et al. (2012) report N(H 2 ) = (2.0 ± 0.5) × 10 21 cm −2 . We previously re-estimate this value to be (9.4 ± 1.5)×10 20 cm −2 . The resulting molecular fraction is then 0.6 (0.8 with the Godard et al. (2012) estimate). These molecular fractions are then in very good agreement with those computed by the Meudon PDR code.
The origin of the discrepancy arises from the estimate of T and x e . Indriolo et al. (2015) assume a gas temperature of 70 K and an electronic fraction of 1.5×10 −4 , whereas the computed values in the PDR models that match J1747 and Sgr B2(N) observations are <x e >= 1 − 2 × 10 −3 and <T >= 295 to 391 K for n H from 50 to 10 cm −3 . Using these values in Eq. 6 leads to f 0.3-0.6. These conflicting conclusions illustrate our discussion in Sect. 2 in which we highlight the risks of using speculated values in simple chemical analytic expressions, like Eqs. 4 or 6, especially in exotic conditions such as the Galactic center.
Heating and cooling mechanisms
Since the discovery of excited metastable H + 3 in the CMZ, several authors tried to determine the energy source that heats the gas at a few hundred Kelvin (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2013) . Several hypothesis have been investigated: photoelectric effect, cosmic rays, X-rays, turbulence, or shocks. Fig. 16 shows gas temperature, heating, and cooling rates versus the position (in A V ) for two models with n H = 100 References. (a) Indriolo et al. (2015) . The reported value of N(H 3 O + ) is for the (1,0) ortho level.
cm
−3 illuminated on both sides by a radiation field that is ten times higher than the ISRF, with a metallicity Z = 3 and with, for the first model, ζ = 1 × 10 −16 and for the second model, ζ = 7 × 10 −14 s −1 . We see that for ζ = 10 −16 s −1 , the only efficient heating mechanism is the photoelectric effect on grains. The temperature does not exceed 140 K and is not sufficient to excite H + 3 as observed in CMZ conditions. On the contrary, for ζ = 7 × 10 −14 s −1 , cosmic-ray ionizations and exothermic chemical reactions (∆E = 4.7 eV for the H + 3 + e − into the three H recombination channel) are efficient heating mechanisms through the whole cloud and keep the gas temperature at T > 240 K. We find that our 4 eV injection per cosmic-ray H 2 ionization hypothesis is sufficient to heat the gas at temperatures around 250-300 K, consistent with H + 3 excitation under CMZ conditions.
The major coolants are O and C + in the ζ = 10 −16 s −1 model. For the ζ = 7 × 10 −14 s −1 model, cooling by H 2 starts to be important because of the high temperature. We find CO is not an important coolant in such diffuse gas because of a too low abundance.
Limits and hypothesis of our models
Our models have several limits. First, we use 1D isochoric PDR models. So, even though we account for detailed physical and chemical processes, the geometry is simplistic compared to reality. In particular, we assume only one H + 3 component on each line of sight whereas HF absorption spectra show several components. For the J1747 line of sight, we tried a χ 2 minimization on subcomponents assuming the same repartition of H + 3 as HF. Cosmic-ray ionization rates deduced this way are on the same order of magnitude as that obtained considering only a single component.
An important factor of our models is the efficient H 2 formation rate on PAHs. Our PDR models reproduce N(H + 3 ) and its excitation at high ζ because we assume H atoms can efficiently form H 2 on PAHs via the Eley-Rideal mechanism. The formation rate of H 2 on PAHs is not well known, but some recent experiments suggest the process is efficient on the edge sites of PAHs (Goumans & Bromley 2011; Boschman et al. 2012; Mennella et al. 2012) . Moreover, ISO and Spitzer observations of H 2 emission lines in PDRs also suggest that H 2 must be formed efficiently on PAHs (Habart et al. 2004 (Habart et al. , 2011 . If the H 2 formation rate was lower than that computed in our models, the deduced cosmic-ray flux would be lower (see Fig. 7 ) and not efficient enough to heat the gas and explain H + 3 excitation. Then, other heating sources would have to be found. We tested several other possibilities, and none of them are satisfying. Increasing the UV flux to heat the gas by photoelectric effect on grains is not a good hypothesis as the photodissociation rate of H 2 becomes too high, such that it becomes difficult to reproduce the observed column densities. We also investigated the role of X-rays heating with a new version of the Meudon PDR code (Godard et al., in preparation) . Several X-rays sources can be found in the Galactic center. X-rays emitted by the ionized gas in the central cavity have a flux that is too low to be responsible for the gas temperature in the CMZ (the most distant excited H + 3 detected by Goto et al. 2011 is at more than 100 pc of Sgr A*). Another candidate could be heating by turbulent energy dissipation. Thanks to their vortex model, the TDR code, Godard et al. (2014) suggested that intermittent turbulent energy dissipation may explain the presence of SH + and CH + observed by Herschel in the CMZ. Nevertheless, this process only heats a small fraction of the gas and may not be efficient enough to explain the global heating of the CMZ. Introducing this scenario for H + 3 would require a numerical model consistently taking both PDR physics and chemistry into account as well as turbulent energy dissipation effects on chemistry and H + 3 excitation. E. Bron (Bron 2014) developed a promising method to combine both approaches, based on the modeling of statistical properties of turbulence. 6 We will test this method in a future study.
Conclusions
Our PDR models suggest a cosmic-ray ionization rate of H 2 in the CMZ of ∼ (1 − 11) × 10 −14 s −1 . The origin of this uncertainty range is due to the difficulty in constraining density from observations. This high value allows us to reproduce the observed column densities of H + 3 and its unusual excitation in the metastable state (3,3) observed toward nine lines of sight in the CMZ spanning ∼100 pc apart from Sgr A*. The deduced cosmic-ray ionization rate is also compatible with the one deduced from synchrotron emission and Fe Kα line emission (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2013) . As a bonus, we also reproduce N(OH + ), N(H 2 O + ) and N(H 3 O + ) observed in the CMZ by Herschel toward Sgr B2(N), a line of sight close to one line of sight where H + 3 is detected. We confirm the suggestion by Oka & Epp (2004) that the gas probed by H + 3 observations in the CMZ is diffuse and warm. Indeed, PDR models matching observations have a proton density 100 cm −3 and T∼ 212-505 K. The main source of heating of the diffuse gas in the CMZ is the suprathermal electrons ejected from the gas by cosmic-ray ionizations and exothermic dissociative recombination reactions. If the analysis is only based on the J1747 line of sight, for which more constraints can be used, then models tend to favor gas densities that are lower than 50 cm −3 . In that case, sizes of the diffuse components probed by H + 3 are large (several ten parsecs to about 100 parsecs). This means that the diffuse gas probed by H + 3 spans the whole CMZ. This is in agreement with H + 3 observations that present the same behaviors in different directions in the CMZ. 6 Available at https://tel.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-01111148
We also show the importance of treating the detail of physical processes in astrochemical problems. We demonstrate how the simple analytic relationship between N(H + 3 ) and ζ (Eq. 4), commonly used to infer the cosmic-ray ionization rate in interstellar gas, may fail in an exotic medium. Indeed, for low and moderate cosmic-ray ionization rates the column density of H + 3 increases linearly with ζ but decreases at high ζ, in contradiction with the analytic expression. This is due to the ionization of H and H 2 by cosmic rays, which reduces the molecular fraction of the gas and increases the electronic fraction of the gas leading to fast H + 3 recombination.
A key parameter of our results concerns the H 2 formation rate. We reached the conclusion that the H 2 formation rate in the diffuse gas of the CMZ must be enhanced when compared to local diffuse clouds. Indeed, in the CMZ, as in PDRs, the warm temperature of the gas opens the possibility of efficiently forming H 2 on grains and PAHs via chemisorption of H atoms followed by Eley-Rideal mechanism. Therefore, on one hand, a high cosmic-ray ionization rate reduces the number of available H atoms to form H 2 since they are ionized in H + . On the other hand, heating the gas to several hundred Kelvin, cosmic rays open the efficient H 2 formation route via chemisorption sites. This allows us to reach high column densities of H + 3 at large cosmic-ray ionization rates.
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